I can strongly recommend the book to haematologists and their colleagues in the laboratory. Its
proper home is on the laboratory bench and not the
library shelf.
MARCUS PEMBREY
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The introductory chapters are of good standard,
though the author perhaps goes too far to avoid
mathematical concepts. For example, it is needlessly
unsophisticated to describe the interpretation of CK
levels in the determination of the carrier state for
Duchenne muscular dystrophy in terms of false
positives and negatives, rather than the relative
likelihood of the counsellee's level belonging to the
normal or the

carrier distribution. Again, the state-
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is the amount of time the genetic counsellor (and it
research
second
vlewis envisaged that this is usually a team and not an
T J. DAVID individual) spends on each family. This is estimated
to average about 7 hours, including 3 hours in
direct discussion with the family. This is a luxury
The Genetic Approach to Human Disease
service indeed, both in terms of cost and the time of
By V. M. Riccardi. (Pp. iii + 273; 13 Figures +
trained personnel, who are at present in short supply.
16 Tables.) New York: Oxford University Press.
The chapter on ethical, moral, and legal issues is
1977.
interesting and comprehensive and illustrates the
greater need to spell out these issues in detail in a
This book is an interesting attempt by an American country with such a heterogeneous population as
clinical geneticist to set out for colleagues in other the United States. On the difficult problem of the
branches of medicine the newer contributions of counsellee's right to deny access to other members
genetics to medical practice. On the whole, it is of the family at risk, the author takes the view that
likely to meet this need. Topics covered are the usual the relatives' right to information probably has
ones, including chromosome disorders, Mendelian priority over the consultant's right to privacy,
disorders, polygenic disorders, and inborn errors of but notes that the situation in law is still not clear.
metabolism. There is also a chapter on teratogenic On the question of professional responsibility, the
agents, one on prenatal diagnosis, no less than four author favours a greater allocation of such responon genetic counselling, one on ethical, moral, and sibility to non-medically qualified staff than medical
legal aspects, and a final chapter on the organisation opinion in England would think wise and than the
of genetic services and education in the Colorado- law would permit.
Wyoming region.
C. 0. CARTER
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